Abstract-In this paper, we specifically focus on high-dimensional data sets for which the number of dimensions is an order of magnitude higher than the number of objects. From a classifier design standpoint, such small sample size problems have some interesting challenges. The first challenge is to find, from all hyperplanes that separate the classes, a separating hyperplane which generalizes well for future data. A second important task is to determine which features are required to distinguish the classes. To attack these problems, we propose the LESS (Lowest Error in a Sparse Subspace) classifier that efficiently finds linear discriminants in a sparse subspace. In contrast with most classifiers for high-dimensional data sets, the LESS classifier incorporates a (simple) data model. Further, by means of a regularization parameter, the classifier establishes a suitable trade-off between subspace sparseness and classification accuracy. In the experiments, we show how LESS performs on several high-dimensional data sets and compare its performance to related state-of-the-art classifiers like, among others, linear ridge regression with the LASSO and the Support Vector Machine. It turns out that LESS performs competitively while using fewer dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
IN applications nowadays, data sets with hundreds or even thousands of features are no exception. For the representation of distributions in these high-dimensional feature spaces, there are hardly ever enough objects. According to a rule of thumb, for the estimation of data distributions, the number of objects should be an order of magnitude higher than the number of dimensions. In this paper, we consider data sets where the number of objects is even orders of magnitude lower than the number of features. Accordingly, the space is not just too sparsely sampled, almost any arbitrary hyperplane can separate the space into the desired classes.
A classifier that is known for being robust is the Nearest Mean Classifier. It has already been successfully applied to this type of data [22] . To be applied to such high-dimensional data, a suitable feature subset has to be selected for optimal performance. In [22] , a naive filtering approach has been chosen. Alternative feature selection methods can be applied that are less greedy like forward selection or backward elimination, see, e.g., [19] . Ultimately, even a combinatorial optimization problem can be defined that aims at finding the feature subset with the highest classification performance in a wrapper framework [15] . The obvious drawback of the latter approach is that it is computationally intractable, though approximations through genetic algorithms, e.g., [14] , simulated annealing [8] , or tabu search [24] have been reported.
In this paper, we choose another approach. Instead of selecting a suitable feature subset, we introduce a weighting factor for each dimension. The feature subset selection problem then turns into a problem of finding the weight factors, where a zero weight effectively rules out the respective feature. We propose the LESS classifier which is a Weighted Nearest Mean Classifier that balances classification errors with model sparseness. The LESS classifier can be seen as a variant of the L 1 Support Vector Machine. The main difference with related classifiers for high-dimensional data sets like the SVM is that the LESS classifier employs a model of the class distributions. Accordingly, in general, higher classification accuracy can be achieved in a lower-dimensional subspace.
In the next section, we motivate and propose the LESS classifier. In the following section, we describe a number of related classifiers that have proven to be adequate for high-dimensional data. Then, we evaluate the LESS classifier and compare its performance to the described related classifiers and we discuss the results in the final section.
THE LESS CLASSIFIER MODEL
We first formalize the problem. Let X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g be a data set with n objects, where x i is a feature vector in a p-dimensional metric space. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only two-class problems. Then, each object has a class label y i being either À1 or þ1. Let 1 be the mean vector of the n 1 objects X 1 & X with label À1, 2 the mean vector of the n 2 objects X 2 & X with label þ1, and 0 the mean vector of the whole data set. Further, AE AE AE AE k is the covariance matrix of objects X k and the variance vector AE AE AE AE 2 k is the diagonal of AE AE AE AE k . We denote the predicted label for object x with fðxÞ.
For the LESS classifier, we established two important design criteria. First, it should have high classification performance on high-dimensional data or small sample size problems. We consider data sets where the number of features is orders of magnitude higher than the number of objects, e.g., 10-100 objects with 1; 000-10; 000 dimensions. Second, the classifier should use as few dimensions as possible in achieving its performance.
These objectives are also the underlying design principles of a number of related classifiers that we describe in the Related Work Section, i.e., the Support Vector Machine [7] , [23] , Liknon [3] , Ridge Regression with the LASSO [20] , and the Nearest Shrunken Centroids [21] . These classifiers achieve these objectives by formulating a minimization problem consisting of a classification error term and a complexity term. Among these classifiers, only the Nearest Shrunken Centroids classifier incorporates a model of the class distributions. Especially, for the extreme low sample size problems that we study, such a model bias is expectedly beneficial.
Also, the proposed LESS classifier employs a data model. We base the LESS classifier on the Nearest Mean Classifier, which assumes statistically independent features with equal variances, i.e., AE AE AE AE 1 ¼ AE AE AE AE 2 ¼ 2 I, see [9, Section 2.6.1]. Accordingly, for that classifier, the classes can be modeled with their means only. An extension of the Nearest Mean Classifier that naturally allows for feature selection is the Weighted Nearest Mean Classifier. The Weighted Nearest Mean Classifier is defined as:
where d 2 m ðx; yÞ is the squared diagonally weighted Euclidean distance [2] as follows:
Here, M is a diagonal matrix with M jj ¼ m j ! 0 and m j is the weighting factor for feature or dimension j.
Features can be selected by setting the respective weighting factors m j > 0. The actual values of the weighting factors take into account the possible varying quantities or units of the features. For instance, to classify apples and peers based on perimeter (cm), color wave length (nm), and weight (kg). In contrast with the Nearest Mean Classifier, the Weighted Nearest Mean Classifier only assumes the classes to have equal covariance matrices, i.e., AE AE AE AE 1 ¼ AE AE AE AE 2 , see [9, Section 2.6.2].
The training of a standard Nearest Mean Classifier is trivial. The training of the Weighted Nearest Mean Classifier we define as finding proper weights for a given training data set under the condition that all training objects must be classified correctly. Formally, this can be written as:
which imposes a margin between the classes similarly to the margin defined for the Support Vector Machine. In case the classes are not linearly separable, we must allow for misclassifications. To this end, we introduce a slack variable i for each object constraint (5). These slack variables effectively release the constraints. The objective of the LESS classifier is to find those weights that minimize the number of misclassifications ( P i ), while using as few features as possible ( P m 2 j ).The factors m j that weigh the dimensions appear squared in the minimization term, so the optimization problem may seem quadratic. However, with some rewriting the problem turns into a linear optimization problem with linear constraints, also called a Linear Program (LP). We substitute w j ¼ m 2 j and get the Lowest Error in a Sparse Subspace (LESS):
Fortunately, these Linear Programming problems can be solved efficiently even with thousands of variables (w j s and i s in this case) and constraints. It can be seen that, in contrast with the Nearest Shrunken Centroids classifier [21] , the LESS classifier finds the optimal feature weights in a combinatorial fashion. As such, the LESS classifier is more flexible, or, in other words, it has less model bias.
We now focus on the LESS constraints as formulated in (7). These constraints can be written as:
So, the function scales and translates the data vectors using the class means. Denoted as such, LESS shows similarities with SVM formulations. We have a closer look at this in the Related Work Section. We call the mapping (12) and the corresponding LESS version LESS . Further, we propose a few other mappings leading to other LESS variants with interesting properties.
First, the choice for the Nearest Mean Classifier was motivated for its low complexity and, therefore, its stability. Nevertheless, the computation of the mean per dimension as we did so far is sensitive for outliers. An alternative, more robust estimate of the class prototype is the median k ¼ medianðX k Þ. The median can easily be substituted in (7) or (12) leading to a more robust LESS realization. We denote LESS with medians as class prototypes with LESS and the mapping function with .
Second, we propose a mapping that scales the distances to the class means with the variance in the respective dimension. This mean/variance mapping results in the nonlinear (quadratic) LESS classifier and is defined as:
Clearly, the previous extensions to LESS can also be combined. Especially, the robust class prototypes can be combined with variance scaling resulting in LESS . This means that in (13) 
RELATED WORK
In this section, we review four related classifiers. The first three classifiers can be formulated as a mathematical programming problem, either a linear program or a convex quadratic program. The last classifier we review can be computed directly. Consequently, all these models can be optimized efficiently.
Ridge Regression with LASSO
With ridge regression, a linear classifier is learned by minimizing the squared distance to the class labels fÀ1; þ1g. Additionally, the squared L 2 -norm of the weight vector is minimized. In [20] , a modification was proposed that replaces the L 2 -norm of the weight vector with the L 1 -norm. This modification, with the so-called Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), was motivated by earlier work in [6] . The classifier is defined as follows:
The advantage of this formulation is that in the final solution to this minimization problem most weight entries w j are effectively forced to 0 instead of to some small number. Accordingly, the method implicitly selects features or dimensions to be used in the resulting linear classifier, similarly to the proposed LESS classifier. The problem as denoted in (15) is a convex quadratic programming problem without additional constraints for which efficient solutions exist.
Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The last decade the Support Vector Machine [7] , [23] has become a heavily researched and applied classifier. This is partially for its theoretical foundations in computational learning theory and, of course, for its good performance. Although the theory leaves room for improvement, in particular, when the classifier must allow for misclassifications, the SVM is certainly a classifier with high potential. Here, we only consider the linear Support Vector Machine, which is adequate for the high-dimensional data under consideration. The linear Support Vector Machine is defined as:
subject to : 8i :
Since the squared L 2 -norm of the feature weight vector is minimized, the SVM generally uses all features, though some of them with small weights. The slack variables i , however, are linearly minimized. Accordingly, many objects have i ¼ 0, so that they are effectively ruled out. The remaining objects are called support vectors or support objects, hence, the name of the classifier.
The corresponding optimization problem is a convex quadratic programming (QP) problem with linear constraints. Usually, this problem is rewritten into its dual form. Using that formulation, nonlinear kernels can easily be substituted. Since we mainly consider linear classifiers, we stay with the primal problem notation which is easier to interpret and it compares more easily to the other classifiers we review.
If we compare the SVM (16)- (17) to the LESS model (6)- (12), we see remarkable similarities. The main difference is that for LESS the data vectors are mapped, either linearly ( ; ) or nonlinearly ( ; ), and that a different weight vector norm is minimized. Further, LESS has an explicit bias term ð (17) is estimated. Moreover, for LESS the weights w j ! 0.
L 1 Support Vector Machine (Liknon)
The Liknon classifier was designed for class prediction with a low number of relevant features [3] , which are the same design criteria as for LESS. The model is very similar to the linear SVM model (16)- (17) . The only difference is that the L 1 -norm of the weight vector is minimized instead of the squared L 2 -norm. As such, Liknon is considered an L 1 -SVM. For more on L 1 -SVM classifiers, see, for instance, [5] and [11] . The motivation for applying the L 1 -norm is the same as for the LASSO (see the previous section). That is, the L 1 -norm forces the weight entries w j to 0 so the classifier explicitly selects a feature subset. The minimization problem is stated as:
This seemingly nonlinear problem can be rewritten into a linear optimization problem with linear constraints by substituting w ¼ ðu À vÞ and jwj ¼ ðu þ vÞ with u j ; v j ! 0.
As an SVM variant also, Liknon resembles LESS to a certain extent. In addition to the L 2 SVM similarities, the L 1 -norm that is minimized in (18) is the same as the weight vector minimization term in (6) given that for LESS the weights w j ! 0.
Nearest Shrunken Centroids (NSC)
The last classifier that we consider is not formulated as a mathematical programming problem. This classifier assigns objects to the class to which shrunken centroid they are closest, therefore, the name Nearest Shrunken Centroids [21] . The shrunken centroids are the means of the classes, for which each of the feature components are reduced by a factor Á until the feature component becomes 0. This classifier is defined as follows: jd kj j Á ¼ signðd kj Þðjd kj j À ÁÞ and s
In this expression, Á is the shrinkage parameter. Without shrinkage (Á ¼ 0) the means are not scaled or j kj j Á ¼ kj . Finally, d kj is defined as:
By scaling the classes with the variances, the NSC results in a quadratic classifier similar to LESS .
EXPERIMENTS
We tested the classifiers on artificial and several real-life highdimensional data sets. The real-life data sets range from biological tissue classification with microarrays to some well-known data sets from the Machine Learning Database Repository [4] . In Table 1 , we list the characteristics of the real-life data sets. For the optimization of the linear programs for LESS and Liknon, we used the GLPK solver [10] . The Support Vector Machine is implemented using the quadratic programming solver from [16] . Further, we used the efficient LASSO implementation as made available by the authors from [17] .
In the experiments, we implemented LESS with variance scaling slightly different from (13) . In order to protect against degenerate cases, where the class variance in a certain dimension is very low, we added the mean of the variances over all dimensions mean j ð 2 kj Þ to the variance per dimension 2 kj . Moreover, we added two LESS variants in order to separate the benefits of the data mapping (12) from the other differences between LESS and Liknon. The first is LESS AE in which we removed the constraint that all weights should be nonnegative. The minimization term (6) then turns into the Liknon term (18) subject to (7) and (8) . The second modification is LESS AEb which additionally estimates a bias term in (10) leading to (18) subject to:
Accordingly, LESS
AEb equals Liknon where the data is mapped with È . All described methods have one fundamental free parameter, called C or Á. Since the value of these parameters cannot be derived directly from the model or the data, we determine them with a 10-fold cross-validation protocol. For the accurate tuning of the classifier parameter, we use 10-fold cross-validation repeated three times for a range of parameter values. The parameter value that results in the lowest average error is considered optimal for the respective data (sub)set. The evaluation of the consequent classifier is done through 10-fold cross-validation repeated 10 times. In each fold of the cross-validation procedure, the respective classifier parameter is optimized. This value is used to train the classifier on the whole fold. As usual, the trained classifier is tested on the left-out part.
Experimental Results
We started with the microarray data sets that were preprocessed as described in the respective publications [1] , [12] , [22] . In Table 2 , we list the errors for all classifiers. With the Colon data set [1] , the differences between the classifiers are small. Only LASSO stays behind. The Leukemia data set [12] is easier for the classifiers that use more features, being the SVM (all features) and NSC (AE2; 700), see Table 3 . Remarkably, the LESS implementation that utilizes the median and median squared deviation scaling performs significantly better than the other LESS versions. Moreover, the number of features that this classifier used is still very low. The Breast Cancer metastasis data set [22] is a more difficult data set. In this data set, the SVM performs worst and also Liknon has a higher error. The NSC again utilizes substantially more features on the average than all other classifiers (except the SVM of course that always uses all features). In the Ionosphere data set, the quadratic LESS with variance scaling performs clearly the best. Also, the number of features that it uses is low. Also, in the Sonar data set, this quadratic LESS variant outperforms all other classifiers. Only the other LESS versions use fewer features in this data set. The other quadratic classifiers, LESS and NSC, do not achieve similar high performance. The last lines in Tables 2 and 3 give the averages over all data sets. It follows that LESS has the lowest average error and standard LESS uses the fewest dimensions on the average. Among the LESS versions, the ones with robust class prototype estimation (using and ) are especially interesting. We did an additional experiment to exemplify the conditions under which these classifiers can be profitable. We constructed an artificial data set to investigate the feature selection capabilities and the robustness of the classifiers. This data set consist of two Gaussian distributed classes in a 200-dimensional feature space with unit variance in all feature directions. The means of the two classes differ one unit in the first 20 dimensions, and are identical in the next 180 dimensions. One of the objects is an outlier, because its first 20 feature values are put to ð20; 20; . . . ; 20Þ. For these experiments, the validation is done using a large reference data set (5,000 objects per class) that is generated according to the same data distribution.
In Table 4 , we list the errors and resulting number of dimensions, computed as described above, for all classifiers. For these artificially generated data sets, we see the clear advantage of using the robust version of LESS. The LESS clearly outperforms the other classifiers. The nonrobust versions of LESS, using and , are disturbed by the outlier. Also, the SVM performs well, but for this performance it uses all features.
From the experiments, the following conclusions appear to be justified with respect to the LESS classifier. With extremely low sample size problems, all LESS versions perform similarly. This is partially because the variances cannot be estimated reliably. Accordingly, assuming similar variances for each class may be better. Also, using the robust version (see, e.g., LESS on Leukemia) seems to be a good choice, but more experiments are needed. When the number of objects allows for a more reliable estimation of the class variances per dimension, like with the Ionosphere data set and the Sonar data set, this certainly improves the performance of the LESS classifier. The constraint that forces all weights w j to be nonnegative as incorporated in the LESS model does not appear to be significant. This follows from the comparable performance of LESS and LESS
AE
. The introduction of a bias term as in LESS AEb appears to influence the model. Especially, with respect to the number of utilized dimensions. More experiments are needed to investigate when this bias is beneficial.
If we compare the performance of the LESS classifier to the other classifiers, then it is clear that LESS uses the fewest features. Moreover, except for the Leukemia data set, LESS or one of its variants has the lowest error. Especially, on the Leukemia dataset the SVM classifier performs clearly better than the other classifiers. Though, it has to be noted that it does not result in a sparse solution.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced the LESS classifier, which stands for Lowest Error in a Sparse Subspace. The LESS classifier is based on the Nearest Mean Classifier where each dimension has an added weighting factor such that the relevance and importance of each feature can be expressed. For the learning of the weighting factors from a training data set, the classifier model is formulated as a Linear Programming problem. Accordingly, it can be optimized effectively and efficiently.
Besides the standard LESS classifier, we proposed a number of extensions. First, we showed how the variance per class can be The main difference between the LESS and other classifiers like the SVM, Liknon, and LASSO is that LESS utilizes a model of the data. Such a model can be beneficial in cases where the data is insufficient to reliably estimate a suitable discriminant based on training data only. This is especially true for small sample size problems. In the experiments, we compared these classifiers to the proposed LESS classifier alternatives. We compared both the resulting generalization error and the number of utilized features. It turns out that all LESS variants have some benefits. Overall, the LESS classifiers perform competitively while they utilize the lowest number of features.
We also showed that the LESS model inherently contains a data mapping, which is part of the difference between LESS, SVM, and Liknon. In the experiments, we incorporated this data mapping in the Liknon classifier. It turned out that the mapping is a fundamental part of the strength of the LESS classifier. Further research should be directed toward exploiting the data mapping in other classifiers.
